THE MARRIAGE PROPOSAL

written by

Spencer McDonald

(A short scene from my scene practices)
FADE IN:

INT. WILSHIRE BOULEVARD - DAY

ANDY FOX (25) Strolls hand in hand with TAMARA GRAY (22).

They stop. Tamara against a shop window. Andy nibbling on her neck, then a full mouth "Gone With The Wind" kiss.

Drops to one knee. Her hand in his.

ANDY
You are so beautiful. My heart is racing. Will... will you marry me?

Kisses her hand.

She recoils her hand from his.

TAMARA
Marry you. I barely know you. All I wanted was some kinky sex. Thank you.

Andy dashes away to the next girl approaching. Meet LESLIE MAXIMO (43), a Sandra Bullock look alike.

He's on one knee.

ANDY
You are so beautiful. My heart is racing. Will... will you marry me?

LESLIE
Get away from me freak before I scream for a cop.

Leslie pushes him over with her stiletto hill. Lying face up Tamara takes his hand and helps him up.

TAMARA
Oh Andy I'm sorry. It's not just about the sex. You do make my heart race too.

Entangles in another "Gone With The Wind" kiss.

ANDY
Will you...

She puts a finger over his mouth to shush him.
TAMARA
I need to know how committed you are first.

Scans the landscape of people. Spots a construction site and workers.

ANDY
I will do anything for you.

TAMARA
Will you go tell that construction guy he's gay?

ANDY
What?

TAMARA
Andy. Go tell that construction guy he's gay.

ANDY
Then you'll marry me?

TAMARA
Yes. Now go ask him.

She points.